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Dear readers,
transfer of technology and its commercialization
should be an important part of the work of
researchers, accompanying the results from
research during their mature stage. Research
which reaches end-user in its final form is
highly regarded commodity for national economy
of every country. It is also important that
universities are capable of establishing own
innovation ecosystem by means of technology
transfer. I am glad that our workplace is an
example of such success. There are several ways
how universities allow for commercial utilization
of research results. They can found spin-off
companies with direct university share or license
research results with startup companies. I wish
all researchers that their effort is considered a
success in everyday life. I also wish that the
fruits of your labor meet perceptive users which
desire scientific progress but also simplification,
efficiency improvement and improvement of daily
operation and production processes. The way
towards this goal always begins with enlightened
and progressive research partners, which are
sufficiently resilient and patient with testing and
validation of early experimental results.
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